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Introduction



Summary of present status of the 
physics studies 

Ongoing activities and people 
involved 

Some of the uncovered activities 
and need for person-power

Also have a look at Thomas presentation
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https://indico.cern.ch/event/482695/session/9/contribution/63


Signal
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Sterile Neutrinos
- We are an experiment to search for hidden particles but not 
all signals have been studied at the same level of details

- Sensitivity studied with FairSHiP for different masses 
- Interpolation done with the Fast Simulation (tuned with 

FairShiP)

Sterile neutrinos are studied 
in most details
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Productions and decay of HNLs
- Eric has been implementing the production and decay from 

sterile neutrinos in FairShiP (in the process he is correcting 
typos/mistakes in the formulas) 

See Eric’s presentation at the 
physics meeting

Different spectrum could explain the 20% 
difference between toy and FairShiP 

-For production of charm updates look a the 
talk by Hans
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https://indico.cern.ch/event/491224/


Selection of Sterile neutrinos
- We never optimised the selection cuts, mainly because lack 

of background statistics 

- We also have a common selection for all channels (as 
requested by the referees)  

- This is easy to defend and makes easy to combine various 
channels but you would not do this in the experiment 

- Produce more background, or try to boost the statistical 
power (factorization of some cuts) 

- Optimise the selection, use MVAs 
- Different selection for each channel, fit of the invariant 

mass (?)
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First look at MVAs

First look at MVAs by 
Stefania Xella and 
Samuel Baxter

- Need more background to optimise the cuts 
- We should study is for fully reconstructed decays it is better 

to go to zero background 
- We should see how we can boost background statistics

If you are interested in this contact Stefania and myself
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https://indico.cern.ch/event/491224/contribution/3/attachments/1219324/1781726/TMVA_Analysis.pdf


Possible Contributions
- Lot of work to do for HNL to have an optimal selection and 

more accurate  

- For other signals the status is even more preliminary: 

- Dark Scalar: there is a fast simulation (done by Gaia) but it 
is not implemented in FairSHiP 

- Dark Photons: there is a fast simulation, but it does not 
include DP produced via QCD 

 - For all other channels we used extrapolations from HNL, DP 
and DS and some ad-hoc software we need to have fast and 
full simulation implementations 

- We need to optimise selection for each signal and channel 
If you are interested please get in touch with me 8



Effect of background on the UL

- Preliminary study on the impact of background in the UL 
(after referees request) 

- This study assumes does not consider any invariant mass 
shape, so it is quite pessimistic
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Background
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Muon combinatorial background

- Fast simulation done by Kostas (expected < 0.02 events) 
- Stefania and Kostas are making more studies on this 

background, especially how to boost the statistics 
- Need interaction with people designing  the magnet
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Muon Inelastic background

- Studied by Thomas  

- Background from inelastic interaction in the material 
negligibly small after vetos (<4.6 events without vetos) 

- Background from electromagnetic interactions of muons 
has been studied and found no background with 1015 PoT 

- Background coming from muons interacting with the walls 
also needs to be studied with larger statistical power

If you are interested please get in touch with Thomas and I
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Cosmic Muon Background

- Studied by Heiko et al. 

- Does not seem to be a dangerous background as long as the 
factorisation approximation holds 

- Can be studied with larger statistics and we could get rid of 
the weights due to kinematic to be more efficient producing 
the statistics
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Neutrino Background
- Studied in Zurich (Barbara, Elena and Nathalie)

- Seems to be the main background (even though reducible to 
less than a few events) 

- Need to make more studied on this background to see the 
different topologies

Iaroslava and + new Zurich postdoc
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Neutrino Background in the Air
- The vacuum requirement we had for the TP were extremely 

conservative 

- Nathalie and Barbara studied (see link) what is the 
background rejection if we have air at atmospheric pressure 
and found this background could be rejected (order of few 
events left)

- Need to make more studies since this is crucial for the CDR 
phase

Iaroslava and + new Zurich postdoc
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https://indico.cern.ch/event/406571/session/6/contribution/20/attachments/1167383/1684163/SHiP_neutrinoInAir_CollaborationMeeting.pdf


Summary
- We need the commitment of more people in the physics WG 

for the CDR phase 

- Many studies that were done for the TP need to be refined: 
- Implement other signals in FairSHiP, optimising the 

analysis, combining results of different channels 
- Better understanding of the background is crucial 

- All this needs to take into account the new optimisations 
which are ongoing  

- We need standard tools (Thanks Bezhad for the PID tool) 

- New ideas to control the background and improve on the 
HNL sensitivity
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